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What is the cause of all these flaws?
Why do lives, control lives being lost?
While deep in thought, I'm coated with frost::
After a PAUSE........
I melt and thaw, decay and be gone, into~
A dimension of calmmm.
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Into a ray of light]]]
in the array of night..
The mass of what used to be my bodily image,
Has no matter-
all logic diminished.
Hero on Earth I'm finished!
I've been sent to the outer limits,
rapidly moving galaxies in distance.
Through Lunar observations-
I start constructing constellations:
Turning visions to equations+>
Practicing fission for new creations%
-But through my dimmest contemplation-
I sense inferior nations
stalk prey through fearless invasions.
Money, Greed, & Power,
exchange Karma, and disregard ALL civilization
Through my deepest inhalation
I feel blistering lungs from nations
...Disintegration...